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1. Mid-Term Feedback
Details
1. Points to note when during presentation:
 Qualify why IBM LogicNet Plus is complex. (Example: Cost)
 Explain why DHL did not use this tool.
 Prepare a sentence to explain Consolidation and Deconsolidation
in business terms and do demonstration first. For example, to
reduce two distributors down to one.
2. Improvements to be made after mid-term presentation:
 Re-evaluate the values for single factor in multiple analysis as
the value does not make sense.
 Team should not use hard coded values.
 Have an option for managers to choose an existing or new
point/location for consolidation. (Team should show the option
available during Final Presentation.)
 For the next User Testing, team should gather functionality
feedback as well as usability to validate that the functions that
built are useful for them.
 Utilise Google API for more accurate location to solve the ocean
issues. (Consolidate to an area on Land instead of Ocean)
3. Additional Feedback
 Technical Complexity is good and should be kept.
 Review on the reviewers’ feedback and take that as a hint to
improve our project.
 General Priority:
o Complete Deconsolidation
o Include Options for managers to consolidate onto an
existing marker or a new marker.
o Find out ways to Consolidate/Deconsolidate at a green
area (Land) instead of blue area (Ocean)
 Try using a scan of the grid (image data) to find
out what is blue/green.
 Research to find a math where we can roughly
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figure out where is the sea.
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The meeting ended at 7.45pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no
amendments reported on the next three days.
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